
 

LESSON PLANS 

Teacher:  HERTZ Course: English 2 Period(s): 2, 5, and 7    Week of: 8/13/2018  
 

 

 Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

Daily Learning 

Goal(s): 

Students will reflect on 
different teaching and learning 
styles, and academic attitude.   

Students will get textbooks.   
Students will review critical 
procedures. 
Students will learn about their 
instructor.   

Students will be assessed on 
reading skills and grammar 
usage.   

Students will learn the 
structure of an informative 
text-based academic essay. 
Students will learn about and 
practice writing hooks.   

Students will learn the 
structure of an informative 
text-based academic essay. 
 

Standards or 

Frameworks: 

LAFS.910.W.2.4, 
LAFS.910.W.4.10, 
LAFS.910.SL.1.1  
 

Personal Organization and 
Academic Readiness 

LAFS.910.RL.1.1, 1.2, 1.3 
LAFS.910.RI.1.1, 1.2, 1.3 
LAFS.910.RI.2.5, 2.6 
LAFS.910.W.1.1, 1.2, 2.4, 2.5 
LAFS.910.L.1.1, 1.2  
 

LAFS.910.W.1.1, 1.2, 
LAFS.910.W.2.4, 2.5 

LAFS.910.W.4.10 
 
 

LAFS.910.W.1.1, 1.2, 
LAFS.910.W.2.4, 2.5 
LAFS.910.W.4.10 
LAFS.910.SL.1.1  
 

Activities: 

Do Now:  Vocab—define and 
describe. 
-Paper, pencil, name, date, 
title: “Class Procedures” 
-Prompt on different types of 
teachers (5 and 3). 
-S’s share responses/notes 
-Prompt on what it means to 
be a Manta Ray. (5 and 3) 
-S’s share responses/notes 
-Handout course syllabus. 
-Materials needed for class. 
-Review classroom /school 
norms and procedures. 
-Check work for credit. 

Do Now:  Vocab--state 
 
-Complete procedures if lesson 
is not complete.   
-Ready for textbook checkout.  
Behavior norms in hallway.  
Thank you to those helping. 
-Write your name neatly in the 
textbook.  Rules about 
textbooks (staying in class) 
-Complete instructor’s 
introduction PowerPoint.   
-if time, checking syllabus and 
binders for credit.   
 

Do Now: Vocab—illustrate and 
explain 
 
-Students will clear their desks 
except for a pencil. 
-Handout Scantrons.  Students 
write name, class, and period. 
-Handout assessment.  (Do not 
write on the test!) 
-Students take assessment.   
-Return test and Scantron to 
instructor.   
 
-Reminder:  Signed syllabus and 
binder due tomorrow. 

Do Now: Vocabulary—
summarize 
-Paper, pencil, name, date, and 
title “Hooks and Introductions” 
-Handout TECECC outline for 
informative essays. 
-Handout on hooks. 
-Chromebook cart procedures. 
-Log into CCPS Google Account.  
-Ed Puzzle and enter class code. 
-Complete lesson on hooks. 
(make sure your lesson is 
completed and submitted) 
-Write two hooks on paper. 
-Turn in written part of the 
assignment. 
 

Do Now: Vocabulary—trace 
and predict 
 
-Paper, pencil, name, date, 
title: “Structure of a text-based 
essay: TECECC” 
-Opening writing prompt (3 and 
3).  Students share responses. 
-Short video on writing. 
-Lesson on structure (TECECC). 
-Check work for credit. 
 
-If needed, check off any 
remaining syllabi or binders.   

Classwork / 

Homework 

-Signed syllabus and binder 
with tabbed dividers due Wed. 
-Completed lesson on 
procedures (learning styles and 
academic attitude) DUE. 

-Signed syllabus and binder 
with tabbed dividers due Wed. 
 

-Complete reading and 
grammar diagnostic. (DUE) 
-Signed syllabus and binder 
with tabbed dividers due Wed. 

-Lesson on introductions and 
hooks (Ed Puzzle and two 
written hooks). 
-Signed Syllabus and binder 
DUE. 

-Lesson on structure of a text-
based academic essay.   

 


